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We investigated the impact of various parameters on new particle formation rates predicted for the
sulfuric acid - ammonia system using cluster distribution dynamics simulations, in our case ACDC
(Atmospheric Cluster Dynamics Code). The predicted particle formation rates increase significantly
if rotational symmetry number of monomers (sulfuric acid and ammonia molecules, and bisulfate
and ammonium ions) are considered in the simulation. On the other hand, inclusion of the rotational
symmetry number of the clusters only changes the results slightly, and only in conditions where
charged clusters dominate the particle formation rate because most of the clusters stable enough to
participate in new particle formation display no symmetry, therefore have a rotational symmetry
number of one, and the few exceptions to this rule are positively charged. Further, we tested the
influence of the application of a quasi-harmonic correction for low-frequency vibrational modes.
Generally, this decreases predicted new particle formation rates, and significantly alters the shape
of the formation rate curve plotted against the sulfuric acid concentration. We found that the
impact of the maximum size of the clusters explicitly included in the simulations depends on the
simulated conditions and the errors due to the limited set of clusters simulated generally increase
with temperature, and decrease with vapor concentrations. The boundary conditions for clusters
that are counted as formed particles (outgrowing clusters) have only a small influence on the results,
provided that the definition is chemically reasonable and the set of simulated clusters is sufficiently
large. We compared predicted particle formation rates with experimental data measured at the
CLOUD (Cosmics Leaving OUtdoor Droplets) chamber. A cluster distribution dynamics model
shows improved agreement with experiments when using our new input data and the proposed
combination of symmetry and quasi-harmonic corrections., compared to an earlier study based on
older quantum chemical data.
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Introduction
Rapid climate change is one of the most pressing issues of our time. It is a general
consequence of humanity underestimating or straight out ignoring its impact on
the environment. However, from the beginning of the 2000s climate change shifted
more and more into the public focus and for large parts a rethinking occured,
with the general public acknowledging that it poses a problem for all of humanity
[Capstick et al., 2015].
For tackling climate change efficiently, it is necessary to understand all the climate
related processes as well as possible. The climate is an immensely complex concept
and it is impossible to accurately keep track of all issues included and correlated. The
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) aims for organizing research and
insights gained into climate change. It regularly publishes reviews and has already
assessed the radiative forcing of different factors in 2013 [Myhre et al., 2013]. It is
well known that greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide and methane contribute
to the global warming. On the other hand, the influence of aerosol-radiation and
aerosol-cloud interactions remain largely uncertain, which is why they are of great
interest for atmospheric researchers.
Air contains not only roughly 2.64·1019 cm−3 molecules, but can also contain
up to millions of aerosol particles in the same volume. Aerosols are a suspension of
liquid, solid or amorphous particles in the air [Hinds, 1999, Virtanen et al., 2010] and
range in size from nanometers to several hundreds of micrometers. By scattering
and absorbing radiation from the sun they have a direct impact on the climate.
Furthermore, aerosol particles are essential for cloud formation processes since they
are required as seeds for cloud droplet formation, and therefore have significant
Figure 1: An illustration of the growth process of gaseous molecules up to cloud formation.
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2indirect impact onto the climate too. So-called primary aerosols are particles which
are directly emited to the atmosphere from natural or anthropogeneous sources.
Secondary aerosols form from gaseous molecules in the atmosphere, as illustrated in
Fig. 1 [Brock et al., 1995, Kulmala et al., 2004, Clarke, 1992]. It has been estimated
that 40 to 70 % of all cloud condensation nuclei are formed by this new parti-
cle formation [Yu and Luo, 2009, Wang and Penner, 2009, Merikanto et al., 2009],
putting this process into the spotlight for atmospheric research [Mäkelä et al., 1997,
Metzger et al., 2010, Schobesberger et al., 2013, Schobesberger et al., 2015]. As a
sidenote it should be mentioned that new particle formation is commonly referred to
as "nucleation": this is technically incorrect as the process may not always involve
energy barriers.
A large number of studies have been devoted to unraveling the pre-
cise molecular-level mechanisms responsible for the first steps of at-
mospheric aerosol formation [Jacobson et al., 2000, Sun and Ariya, 2006,
Lohmann and Feichter, 2005, Mäkelä et al., 1997, Metzger et al., 2010,
Schobesberger et al., 2015, Schobesberger et al., 2013]. However, due to the large
number of potentially participating compounds, the process is exceedingly complex,
and both experimental and modeling tools still require development in order to reach
a quantitative understanding of atmospheric new particle formation.
Sulfuric acid and ammonia (cf. Fig. 2) have been identified to be key players in the
formation of aerosols [Schobesberger et al., 2015] and have been studied extensively
in the past both experimentally and theoretically. The main reason for this is that
the equilibrium vapour pressure of sulfuric acid in the presence of bases, of which
ammonia is the most abundant in the atmosphere, is very close to zero. Furthermore,
in contrast to for example most low-volatility organic compounds, sulfuric acid forms
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2: The present work investigates clustering and particle formation processes including sulfuric
acid (a: H2SO4), its conjugate base bisulfate (b: HSO−4 ), ammonia (c: NH3), and its conjugate acid
ammonium (d: NH+4 ) with oxygen in red, sulfur in yellow, nitrogen in blue, and hydrogen in white.
3practically in a single oxidation step from the very volatile precursor SO2. The
subsequent reaction steps involve high-concentration reactants, H2O and O2, and are
thus essentially instantaneous. Mixing ratios of sulfuric acid in the lower atmosphere
very seldom exceed ten parts per trillion (i.e. about 2x108 molecules per cm3) even
in highly polluted conditions, and are often much lower. Ammonia mixing ratios, on
the other hand, can reach tens of parts per billion (on the order of 1011 molecules per
cm3).
The process of single molecules forming new particles in the atmosphere is diffi-
cult to measure experimentally. Molecule and cluster concentrations are low, and
therefore they have to be measured with mass spectrometry (MS). In order for
molecules to be detectable by MS they have to be charged, but measurements
have shown that the new particle formation in the atmospheric boundary layer
is dominated by electrically neutral particles [Rose et al., 2015]. To complement
experiments, computational studies are needed, and in order to capture all relevant
factors, such as proton transfers, quantum chemistry tools are necessary: density
functional theory (DFT) is able to give accurate information about cluster structures
[Kurtén et al., 2007, Ortega et al., 2012, Leverentz et al., 2013], and recently high
level of theory wavefunction methods have been employed to calculate binding energies
of atmospheric clusters [Kildgaard et al., 2018, Myllys et al., 2016b]. The Atmospheric
Cluster Dynamics Code (ACDC) [McGrath et al., 2012, Olenius et al., 2013b] is a
model that simulates molecular cluster formation for a given set of compounds, and
has been used in many atmospheric studies [Kürten et al., 2016, Zhang et al., 2018,
Bork et al., 2014, Myllys et al., 2016a, Olenius et al., 2013a]. ACDC uses Gibbs free
energies provided by quantum chemistry to calculate evaporation coefficients and
collision rates from the kinetic gas theory to eventually compute formation rates of
atmospheric clusters and trace the cluster formation pathways.
The purpose of this thesis is to revisit sulfuric acid – ammonia clustering in the light of
recent advances in the modeling schemes [Kubečka et al., 2019, Myllys et al., 2016b].
We use a newly sampled, extended set of molecular cluster structures for the sulfuric
acid – ammonia system and review the effect of some common approximations or
assumptions on modeled particle formation rates. We also conduct a systematic
study on the effect of different approximations used in computing thermodynamic
properties and consideration of symmetry in quantum chemistry programs on the
outcome of ACDC calculations. Moreover, we compare our modeled particle formation
rates with an experiment from the CLOUD (Cosmics Leaving OUtdoor Droplets)
chamber at CERN [Dunne et al., 2016] and previous modeling of this experiment
[Kürten et al., 2016].

1. Theory
This theory chapter will introduce the theoretical framework and tools used in this
work, including the basics of quantum chemistry ranging from wavefunction methods
over density functional theory to corrections for various inaccuracies in conventional
methods. Eventually, an atmospheric application of the introduced tools is described
in the sections "Configurational Sampling" and "Evolution of Atmospheric Cluster Pop-
ulations".
1.1 Quantum Chemistry
1.1.1 Schrödinger Equation
A system can be characterized exactly by solving the time-independent Schrödinger
equation
Ĥ|Ψ〉 = E|Ψ〉. (1.1)
This equation is an eigenvalue equation with the Hamilton operator Ĥ, the wavefunction
Ψ and the electronic ground state energy of the system E. Ĥ represents the total energy,
which consists of the kinetic energy of electrons T̂e, the kinetic energy of nuclei T̂N
and the potential energy operators for the electron-electron interactions V̂ee, for the
electron-nucleus interactions V̂eN and for the nucleus-nucleus interactions V̂NN
Ĥ = T̂e + T̂N + V̂ee + V̂eN + V̂NN. (1.2)
The Hamiltonian acts on the wavefunction Ψ and gives, if Ψ is an eigenfunction of Ĥ,
the eigenvalue E as result. Obtaining the energy of the system E and its wavefunction
Ψ provides the possibility to deduce chemical properties of the system.
1.1.2 Wavefunction Methods
In principle, the Schrödinger equation (Eq. 1.1) is exact. In practice, it can only
be solved analytically for few simple systems and various approximations have to
be used for more complex ones. The most fundamental approximation applied, the
5
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Born-Oppenheimer approximation [Born and Oppenheimer, 1927], is to separate the
Schrödinger equation into an electronic part and a separate equation for the nuclei.
It assumes that the motion of nuclei relative to the faster electrons is negligible, and
consequently T̂N and V̂NN are trivially calculated. All following methods are solely
concentrating on obtaining the electronic energy. One way of calculating the electronic
energy is using wavefunction-based approximations, also called ab initio methods,
because they do not require any other input than general physical constants and the
structure/composition of the investigated system.
The most basic of wavefunction-based methods is the Hartree-Fock (HF) method
[Hartree, 1928, Fock, 1930], which calculates 99% of the energy of a system. However,
in order to reach chemical accuracy that residual 1%, also called electron correlation,
has to be approximated as accurately as possible. The HF energy mostly holds contri-
butions from the chemically irrelevant core electrons, whereas, the electron correlation
is needed for describing bonding coming from chemically relevant energy differences.
In HF each electron moves in the average field created by the other electrons. Each
electron is fixed inside its orbital, which is the mathematic function enabling the
calculation of the probability to find an electron in a certain region. In reality, an
electron can move into another, unoccupied orbital, e.g. when they get energetically
excited. These unoccupied, also virtual, orbitals and the excitation into them can be
considered in the calculation of the energy and yields the residual 1% of the energy.
Using these principles the HF method has been extended to more sophisticated
methods, such as the Møller-Plesset perturbation theory [Møller and Plesset, 1934],
Configuration Interaction or the Coupled Cluster method used here.
Coupled Cluster Method
The Coupled-Cluster (CC) method is a mathematically elegant way of including elec-
tron excitations in the calculation. The Coupled-Cluster wavefunction is
|Ψ〉 = eT|Φ〉 (1.3)
where Φ is the reference wavefunction and T is the cluster operator
T = T1 + T2 + T3 + · · ·+ Tn (1.4)
with T1 being the operator for single excitations (S), T2 for all double excitations (D),
T3 all triple excitations (T) up to n times excitation [Jensen, 2007].
In practice, inclusion of all possible excitations is computationally too expen-
sive. Therefore, T is truncated after an order of choice and eT is calculated as
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a Taylor series. E.g. a Coupled Cluster calculation including single and double
excitations is called CCSD. A popular approach is to additionally include triple
excitations solely in terms of their perturbative impact on the single and double
excitations, denoted as CCSD(T). Due to its favourable trade-off of computa-
tional cost and accuracy it is called the gold standard of computational chemistry
[Klopper et al., 1997, Constans et al., 2000, Pitoňák et al., 2006].
CCSD(T) scales with O(N7) where N is the number of electrons in the system
studied. O(N7) scaling is still too much computational cost for many applications,
however, with the domain-based local pair natural orbital (DLPNO) CCSD(T)
[Riplinger and Neese, 2013, Riplinger et al., 2013] there is a linearly scaling variant of
the method available.
Wavefunction methods are hierarchic, meaning they can be systematically im-
proved by including more and more possible excitations. This makes it easy to
compare different methods in terms of accuracy.
The present work uses the ORCA program [Neese, 2018] for all DLPNO-CCSD(T)
calculations.
1.1.3 Density Functional Theory (DFT)
A popular alternative to wavefunction methods is Density Functional Theory (DFT).
In DFT the system is described by using the electron density instead of a wavefunc-
tion. This has the advantage that a calculation only depends on the three spatial
coordinates of the system instead of the three spatial coordinates plus the electron spin
for each electron of the system. In practice, the electron density in commonly used
DTF methods is expressed in terms of one-electron orbitals just like in wavefunction
methods and therefore end up with three spatial coordinates and the spin for each
electron. However, DFT methods are able to capture a part of the electron correlation
while they scale similarly to HF with respect to the number of electrons, where the
precision and scaling depends on the used DFT functional.
The electron density ρ is connected to the electronic wavefunction by
ρ = N
∫
|Ψ(τ1, · · · , τN)|2dτ1, · · · , dτN , (1.5)
where τ is the combined spatial coordinates of an electron r and its spin and N is
the number of electrons. The DFT energy, with Born-Oppenheimer approximation
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[Born and Oppenheimer, 1927] applied, is
EDFT = ET + EeN + EJ + EXC. (1.6)
Here, the electron-electron interaction EJ and the electron–nucleus interaction EeN are
trivially calculated as Coulomb interactions. The kinetic energy of the electrons ET,
the exchange-correlation term EXC are more troublesome to calculate, and for these
two terms different functionals have been developed, which are commonly based on
empirical data or parameters. The core of DFT are the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems
(HKT) [Hohenberg and Kohn, 1964]:
1. HKT: The external potential ϑ(r), thus the total energy of a system, is an unique
functional of the electron density ρ(r).
2. HKT: The density that minimizes the total energy is the exact ground state
density. Therefore, DFT energies can be calculated variationally.
DFT energy is commonly approximated with the Kohn-Sham method
[Kohn and Sham, 1965], which uses the kinetic energy of the electrons calcu-
lated easily in the wavefunction-based Hartree-Fock method EHFT . The result is the
Kohn-Sham energy EKS
EKS[ρ] = EHFT [ρ] + EJ[ρ] + EeN[ρ] + EXC[ρ], (1.7)
where
EXC[ρ] = (EexactT [ρ]− EHFT [ρ]) + (Eee[ρ]− EJ[ρ]). (1.8)
The exchange-correlation energy defined by Eq. 1.8 holds the discrepancy between
the (unknown) real kinetic energy EexactT and the calculated kinetic energy EHFT and
the discrepancy between the (unknown) real electron-electron interactions Eee and
the calculated electron-electron interactions EJ. EXC is approximated with an DFT
functional.
There are functionals ranging from basic ones, where EXC solely depends on ρ, such
as the VWN functional [Vosko et al., 1980], to functionals making use of derivatives
of ρ like PW91 [Perdew and Wang, 1992] to functionals utilizing the exchange term
calculated in HF, e.g., B3LYP [Stephens et al., 1994]. Functionals making use of
the HF exchange term are called hybrid functionals. DFT methods commonly
have problems in describing long-range correlation, or dispersion, correctly and
have to be corrected accordingly. The present work uses the ωB97X-D functional
[Chai and Head-Gordon, 2008]. This is a hybrid functional which is long-range
corrected to perform well on long-range interactions present in atmospheric molecular
cluster [Peverati and Truhlar, 2014, Kildgaard et al., 2018].
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All DFT calculations were conducted with the Gaussian16 program
[Frisch et al., 2016].
1.1.4 Basis Sets and Semi-empirical Methods
The wavefunction Ψ is central to wavefunction methods, but also essential for
Kohn-Sham DFT methods. Generally, Ψ is initially unknown for any system and
is approximated by a basis set created by combining basis-functions in the form of
Gaussian distributions. Basis sets range from such assigning a single basis funtion
to each orbital to basis sets including diffuse functions for flexibility or polarization
functions. The larger the basis set, the higher is its accuracy, if chosen appropriately,
and the larger is the computational cost of the calculation. This work uses the valence
double-zeta 6-31++G** basis set for DFT calculations. That means that valence
electrons, which take part in bonding, receive a more precise description through more
basis functions than chemically inert core electrons. In this case each core electron
basis function is comprised of six primitive Gaussian functions, whereas each valence
electron is described by two basis functions of which one is comprised of a linear
combination of three primitive Gaussian functions and the other one only of a single
primitive Gaussian function. This is a medium sized basis set for DFT methods.
We use the quite extensive augmented correlation-consistent polarized triple-zeta
(aug-cc-pVTZ) basis set [Kendall et al., 1992] in DLPNO-CCSD(T) calculations.
Semi-empirical methods are methods based on the HF formalism, but they do
not allow for a choice of basis set and replace some of the HF terms with parametriza-
tions based on experimental data such as dipole moments, or ionization energies. This
lowers the computational cost, while it makes accuracy heavily dependent on the dif-
ference between the computed system and the parametrization data set. Consequently,
the outputs of these methods do not correspond to a traditional energy output and
are not meaningful by themselves. Only energy differences computed with the exact
same methods can yield sensible results. We use the semi-empirical method GNF-xTB
[Grimme et al., 2017, Bannwarth et al., 2019] for the configurational sampling.
1.1.5 Thermodynamics
Quantum chemistry enables us to calculate various properties of chemical systems.
Thermochemical properties, such as vibrational modes, are calculated using the Rigid
Rotor-Harmonic Oscillator (RRHO). This approach approximates the behaviour of
molecular systems as the behaviour of equilibrated ideal gas particles. Temperature is
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included in terms of harmonic vibrations of the system around the equilibrium geome-
tries and rigid rotation. In this thesis we are interested in thermodynamic properties
of atmospheric molecules and molecular clusters. The Gibbs energy, also called Gibbs
free energy,
G = H − T · S (1.9)
is the thermodynamic potential used for describing any system with a given tempera-
ture and pressure. T is the temperature and S is the entropy, and the enthalpy H can
be calculated as
H = Eel + ZVPE + Etherm.corr.(T) (1.10)
with the electronic energy Eel, the zero point vibrational energy ZVPE and a
temperature-dependent thermal correction Etherm.corr.. ZVPE arises from vibrational
motion of molecular systems even at 0 K.
A measure for the stability of molecular clusters is the difference of the cluster Gibbs
free energy compared to the Gibbs free energies of the single molecules forming the
clusters, the monomers:
∆G = GCluster −
NMonomers∑
i=1
Gi,Monomer. (1.11)
Respectively, the cluster formation enthalpy and entropy are defined as
∆H = HCluster −
NMonomers∑
i=1
Hi,Monomer,
∆S = SCluster −
NMonomers∑
i=1
Si,Monomer,
(1.12)
and the Gibbs formation free energy is related to these as
∆G = ∆H − T ·∆S. (1.13)
DLPNO-CCSD(T) yields a high accuracy. Due to computationally cost, however, we
can only calculate energies for a given rigid clusters at a DLPNO-CCSD(T) level of
theory, so called single point energies. On the other hand, with DFT it is feasible to
calculate all thermodynamic properties. We use an approach combining the precision
of DLPNO-CCSD(T) calculations and the speed of a DFT frequency analysis as
HDLPNO,i = HDFT,i + EDLPNO,i − EDFT,i (1.14)
that has been shown yields high accuracy for the atmospheric clusters
[Myllys et al., 2016b, Kildgaard et al., 2018]. Combining DFT with high-level
wavefunction methods is a broadly accepted approach in quantum chemistry
[Bauschlicher and Partridge, 1995, Montgomery et al., 1999, Baboul et al., 1999].
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1.1.6 Corrections
RRHO does not accurately describe real molecular systems, which are not harmonic
oscillators. Instead various corrections can be used to partially correct for some errors
introduced by the RRHO.
Anharmonicity Scaling
First of all, it is difficult to solve the Schrödinger equation assuming a non-harmonic
potential in larger molecular systems due to the computational cost. Typically, a
scaling factor is derived for smaller systems and then applied to larger systems instead.
This is done by multiplication of the harmonic frequencies with the scaling factor
[Pople et al., 1993]. An anharmonicity scaling factor of 0.9960 derived by Myllys et al.
[Myllys et al., 2016b] is applied to the modes with wavenumbers above 100 cm−1.
Quasi-harmonic Approximation
Another flaw in RRHO for weakly bound clusters is that vibrations with low-
lying frequencies would be better described as internal rotations [Grimme, 2012,
Myllys et al., 2016b]. The vibrational entropy is
SV = R
[
hω
kB(ehω/kBT − 1) − ln(1− e
−hω/kBT )
]
(1.15)
with the gas constant R, Planck’s constant h, frequency ω, the Boltzmann constant kB
and temperature T . The natural logarithm in Eq. 1.15 approaches∞ for ω → 0, which
leads to inaccurate results for low-lying frequencies. In this work, these inaccuracies
are corrected for by replacing them with corresponding rotational entropy
SR = R
1
2 + ln
√8pi3µ′kBT
h2
 (1.16)
as suggested by Grimme [Grimme, 2012] with
µ′ = µBavg
µ+Bavg
(1.17)
where µ is the moment of inertia for a free-rotor and Bavg is the average molecular
moment of inertia set to 10−44 kg m2 restricting the effective moment of inertia to
reasonable values [Grimme, 2012].
Eventually, the vibrational entropy is interpolated between SV and SR with a cut-off
frequency of 100 cm−1 as suggested in the literature [Sure et al., 2014, Li et al., 2015].
The present work uses the Python script GoodVibes.py written by Funes-Ardois and
Paton [Funes-Ardoiz and Paton, 2016] for applying the quasi-harmonic corrections.
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Symmetry
The symmetry of molecules and clusters affects their entropy and thus also free energy.
Csym,i is the term used for including symmetry in the entropy
Csym,i = R · T · ln(σi). (1.18)
σi is the rotational symmetry number of system i, T is temperature, and R is the
gas constant. This term is generally included automatically if symmetry is detected
by the quantum chemistry program. However, this detection is based on geometrical
thresholds, that are very tight. If these thresholds are slightly softened, some molecules
or molecular cluster may be identified as symmetric using these new thresholds even
though the quantum chemistry program did not recognize this. The program Symmol
[Pilati and Forni, 1998] was used to identify symmetry and the symmetry-corrected
Gibbs energy is:
∆Gi = Gi + Csym,i −
∑
(Gmonomer + Csym,monomer). (1.19)
1.2 Configurational Sampling
A molecular atmospheric cluster of a certain composition can have numerous different
configurations. This means that molecular clusters with the same composition but
different with respect to translation, rotation or even (de)protonation of the monomers
can be created (cf. Fig. 1.1). These clusters are characterized by different physical
and chemical properties of which a measure of cluster stability is the energy needed
to break the cluster apart (binding energy): the lower (more negative) the binding
energy, the more stable is a cluster. Clusters that are stable in the atmosphere have
favourable bonding networks. These energetically low-lying clusters are called local
minima (LM) and can be pictured as valleys on a potential energy surface spanning
all degrees of freedom within the system (cf. Fig. 1.2). The energetically lowest lying
minimum is the global minimum (GM).
Configurational sampling scheme describes the procedure of searching for LMs, and
eventually the GM. Here, the configurational sampling process was conducted with
the Jammy Key for Configurational Sampling (JKCS) [Kubečka et al., 2019], that
is a collection of scripts providing an easy way through a configurational sampling
procedure by coupling of third party programs. JKCS was not used as a black box, but
as a tool, whose in- and outputs at all stages of the process were carefully monitored
and occasionally adjusted.
In the present work, we define the global minimum as the molecular cluster with
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 1.1: An example of diffferent configurations of an atmospheric cluster containing one sulfuric
acid and two ammonium/ammonia molecules.
Figure 1.2: An illustration of a potential energy surface (PES) with two clusters depicted as example
local minima.
Figure 1.3: A scheme of the employed configurational sampling procedure. For DTF calculations
optimization convergence criteria are first loose, then very tight and eventually vibrational modes are
calculated (freq). All other used terms are explained in previous and following sections.
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the lowest Gibbs energy (See 1.1.5). According to previous studies it is suffi-
cient to focus on the global minimum instead of considering several local minima
[Partanen et al., 2016, Kubečka et al., 2019]. However, most of our sampling process
takes place in terms of the electronic energy, since it is cheaper to calculate. Never-
theless, one objective of an efficient configurational sampling procedure is to conduct
these calculations on a minimal number of structures by using less precise, but also less
expensive methods, and by taking after each level of theory only the structures which
look most stable to the higher level of theory. Additionally a representative subset
of all structures should be taken to the next higher level of theory, because the most
stable structure at for example GNF-xTB level of theory is not necessarily the most
stable structure at DFT level of theory. Even within DFT calculations with differently
tight convergence criteria structures can have different relative stabilities, therefore it
is important to take along this subset to not lose a potential global minimum.
Fig. 1.3 shows the sequence of methods employed in this work in order to find
the global minimum efficiently: First of all ABCluster explores the configurational
space and after rough filtering a subsequent calculation of GNF-xTB energies provides
a first refinement of the structures. Afterwards, DFT calculations of increasingly
tight convergence criteria followed by sampling and filtering rounds provide increasing
accuracy and simultaneously reduce the number of structures studied. The final
selection occurs after a frequency analysis at DFT level of theory which allows for a
selection based on the DFT level Gibbs free energy. Eventually, a DLPNO-CCSD(T)
provides a high accuracy electronic energy to be used in Eq. 1.14.
1.2.1 ABCluster
ABCluster is a program employing the artificial bee colony algo-
rithm [Karaboga and Basturk, 2007] for molecular structure sampling
[Zhang and Dolg, 2015, Zhang and Dolg, 2016]. The program is given the al-
ready optimized molecular structures of monomers that form the molecular clusters as
input. ABCluster assumes that the monomers are rigid, therefore, all internal degrees
of freedom of monomers are kept unchanged. This also prevents unwanted reactions
during the exploration of the configurational space.
The artificial bee colony algorithm works by mimicking the behaviour of honey bee
colonies. ABCluster implements the algorithm as the search for the best nectar as a
food source, where the molecular cluster is the nectar and its energy is the quality of
the nectar in terms of amount and distance from the hive. The adjustable parameters
are numbers of different kinds of bees employed in the procedure: employed bees,
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onlooker bees and scout bees. An iteration of the algorithm proceeds as
1. Random initial guesses for molecular clusters are created.
2. Employed bees look for good nectar sources: For each initial guess i another trial
solution j is created by linear combination of a number of other guesses. The one
of i and j with the higher potential energy is rejected.
3. Onlooker bees search for new nectar sources in proximity: Each onlooker bee
selects a good solution k and a number of random other individual solutions.
Then either a new trial solution is created by linear combination of k with the
other individual solutions or by linear combination of the best one of the random
selections with the random individual solutions. One of these possibilities is
randomly chosen.
4. Scout bees look for new far nectar sources: Each current solution is examined
and if it did not change for a number of cycles, a random new trial solution is
created.
5. The algorithm continues at step 2 if a specified number of maximum cycles has
not been reached yet.
By not always just accepting the lower energy the algorithm makes sure that it does
not get stuck with few local minima, but actually explores the full potential energy
surface.
The present work uses as input monomer structures optimized at a MP2/6-31++G(d,p)
[Frisch et al., 1990a, Frisch et al., 1990b, Head-Gordon et al., 1988] level of theory to
create 10 000 local minima for each monomer combination fulfilling the charge con-
straints. For the exploration of the PES, we assume that monomers are rigid, and thus,
the cluster configuration is driven just by monomer-monomer Coulomb interactions and
Lennard-Jones potential, which also accounts for atomic volume. To parametrize the
monomers, we use the Mulliken partial charges from the MP2/6- 31++G(d,p) optimiza-
tion and CHARMM (Chemistry at Harvard Molecular Mechanics) force field param-
eters of Lennard-Jones (6-12) equation [Vanommeslaeghe et al., 2010, Yu et al., 2012]
for each atom. ABCluster used this parameterization to optimize structures after each
step. We have performed 200 generations (loops) for each cluster combination incor-
porating a maximum of 5 scout bees.
1.2.2 Filtering and Sampling
Filtering refers to two procedures in the given context: firstly, the removal of cluster
structures with significantly higher energies than the other structures that indicate
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already highly unstable cluster structures. Secondly, the removal of structures which
we assume to be identical within given thresholds. Sampling is in the given context the
selection of a representative subset of all available structures with the general goal of
reducing to number of calculations that have to be conducted. Filtering and sampling
take place in terms of the energy computed at the respective levels of theory, the dipole
moment and the radius of gyration Rg for characterizing the molecular clusters. The
radius of gyration is calculated as
R2g =
∑N
i=1mi|−→ri −−−−→rCOM |2∑N
i=1mi
, (1.20)
where mi is the mass and −→ri is the position of atom i for a total atoms of N in the
cluster and −−−→rCOM is the center of mass of the cluster.
ABCluster creates thousands of molecular cluster structures of which many converge to
the same structure once optimized by GFN-xTB and thus filtering has to be used. This
reduces the amount of unecessary calculations drastically. For sampling we employ an
algorithm selecting the lowest energy structure, then removing all structures within
a certain radius based on the three variables. After, a new structure is selected the
algorithm repeats [Chaudhuri, 1994]. This sampling is applied as shown in Fig. 1.3.
1.3 Evolution of Atmospheric Cluster Populations
1.3.1 Critical cluster
The ∆G given by Eq. 1.19 corresponds to the reference pressure at which the monomer
cluster free energies are computed, typically 1 atm. The reference pressure cancels
out in the calculation of evaporation rates, and thus does not actually affect cluster
distributions. For illustrative purposes and by analogy to the classical liquid droplet
model it is possible to calculate so-called "actual ∆G" values by correcting for the actual
partial pressures of the monomers, which are typically much lower than 1 atm. The
classical nucleation theory expression for the formation free energy in a one component
system is
∆Gi,actual = −(i− 1)kBT ln(S) + (Ai − A1)σ, (1.21)
where S is the saturation ratio, Ai is the surface area of a cluster consisting of i moecules
and σ is the temperature-dependent surface tension. The saturation ratio S is P/Peq
with the vapor pressure of the nucleating compound P and the temperature-dependent
saturation vapor pressure over a flat surface Peq. The equation consists of: The first
term is the difference of free energy coming from the formation of a liquid droplet
from gas molecules. This term is negative if S > 1, therefore for supersatured vapor,
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for which the gas-liquid phase-transition is energetically favorable. The second term
describes the surface energy and is always positive. Fig. 1.4 shows the interplay of
these terms and Fig. A.1 shows the actual ∆G surface at atmospheric conditions for
the studied sulfuric acid – ammonia system. The maximum of the final curve marks
the critical cluster size. For clusters growing past this size it is energetically favorable
to keep growing, however, this does not mean that no evaporation occurs anymore.
Figure 1.4: The cluster formation free energy and its surface and volume components according to
the classical liquid droplet model.
1.3.2 Atmospheric Cluster Dynamics
There are two essential mechanisms of cluster dynamics: cluster form and grow by
collision of molecules or clusters and subsequent attachment due to intermolecular
interactions, such as van-der-Waals interactions, dipole-ion interactions or ion-ion in-
teractions, or they fragment or evaporate single molecules. If we consider a cluster C
forming from clusters/molecules A and B
A+B → C (1.22)
then the collision coefficient βA+B→C for forming C is
βA+B→C =
( 3
4pi
)1/6 [
6kBT
( 1
mA
+ 1
mB
)]1/2
(V 1/3A + V
1/3
B )2, (1.23)
where mX is the mass and VX is the volume of cluster/molecule X. The volume is
approximated using bulk liquid densities under the assumption of spherical clusters.
On the other hand, cluster C can fragment/evaporate to A and B, which is described
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by the evaporation rate
γC→A+B = βA+B→C
pref
kBT
exp
(
∆GA+B→C
kBT
)
(1.24)
where ∆GA+B→C is the Gibbs free energy of formation of cluster C and the reference
pressure pref is typically 1 atm. Furthermore, cluster C can be produced by external
sources SC , such as emissions, and can be removed by external losses LC , such as
coagulation onto pre-existing surfaces. All these processes are illustrated in Figure 1.5.
Figure 1.5: An illustration of cluster dynamics for an arbitrary homogeneous system. In light blue
processes creating the central cluster C, and in purple processes removing cluster C, where SC are
external sources, LC are external losses, γ are evaporation rates and β are collision rates.
Eventually all mentioned processes can be incorporated into the so-called birth-death
equations (BDE) describing the behaviour of a population of clusters in time. The
BDEs are solved by integrating the time-derivatives of cluster concentrations and for
cluster C they take the form
d[C]
dt
=
A≤B∑
C=A+B
(βA+B→C [A][B]− γC→A+B[C])+
A≤C∑
C=D−A
(γD→A+C [D]− βA+C→D[A][B]) + SC − LC [C],
(1.25)
where [X] is the concentration of X. All positive terms create C and all negative terms
remove C.
Atmospheric Cluster Dynamics Code
The present work uses the Atmospheric Cluster Dynamics Code (ACDC)
[McGrath et al., 2012, Olenius et al., 2013b], which generates the BDEs and solves
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them explicitly by employing the ode15s [Shampine and Reichelt, 1997] solver in
MATLAB. We run ACDC with constant monomer concentrations, which in effect
assumes that the monomer concentrations are much higher than the concentration of
any clusters. This is the case for H2SO4 and NH3 under most atmospheric conditions
as well as in the CLOUD experiment. These monomers are allowed to collide and
form clusters. Once clusters have formed, they can collide and evaporate. When
a cluster that is not explicitly included in the simulation is formed, it evaporates
immediately unless it forms a predefined outgrowing cluster deemed stable as shown
in Fig. 1.6. Any collision that forms a cluster in the outgrowing area is counted
towards the particle formation rate. In a time independent steady-state simulation,
the particle formation rate is the number of all outgrowing clusters forming per second
per volume [cm−3s−1].
Outgrowing areas are determined by the direction in which we expect the clusters to
keep growing if they leave the set of simulated clusters. This is estimated by the ratio
of the collision rate to the evaporation rate: for example, if a cluster i has a high
collision rate with sulfuric acid and a low overall evaporation rate, the i + sulfuric
acid cluster (if it is outside of the set of simulated clusters), is a good choice for being
in the outgrowing area. Also any cluster containing more sulfuric acid monomers and
more ammonia monomers than cluster i is then in the outgrowing area. In practice,
multiple of these areas can be defined.
B
Figure 1.6: An illustration of cluster areas of the ACDC simulation: Blue is the set of simulated
clusters, brown are possible areas of outgrowing clusters. If a cluster outside of these two areas
(grey) is formed, it is brought back to the blue area by evaporating either single ammonia or sulfuric
acid molecules. The outgrowing areas are defined by their lower-left corner and span an infinite region
to the right and up.
The model includes parameters for explicit modeling of different types
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of external losses of the molecular clusters in the CLOUD chamber
[Kupiainen-Määtä and Olenius, 2017]. We consider wall losses, coagulation losses,
dilution losses and, additionally, we account for the enhancement of loss rates
through electrostatic interactions between ions by using conventional values reported
for the CLOUD chamber [Kupiainen-Määtä and Olenius, 2017]. Our simulated
system consists of clusters up to (H2SO4)6(NH3)6, (H2SO4)6(NH+4 )(NH3)5, and
(HSO−4 )(H2SO4)5(NH3)6 (cf. Fig. 2.1). We consider only clusters that have been
shown to be relevant for growth to larger sizes by Olenius et al. [Olenius et al., 2013a]
and do not include hydration of clusters. The effect of hydration may have an
impact on the overall performance of the model compared to the experimental results
[Henschel et al., 2016], but this effect is outside the scope of this study. The model
includes charging and recombination of clusters via generic charger ions O−2 and H3O+,
which transfer their charge upon collision.
We compared our ACDC simulations with experimental data from the CLOUD
chamber [Dunne et al., 2016]. We took all data points with temperature T±1 K for
temperatures 292 K, 278 K, 248 K, 223 K, or 208 K. Since the experiment was aiming
for an ionization rate of 3 cm−3s−1, we dropped all data points with an ionization rate
outside of the interval 2–4 cm−3s−1. The sulfuric acid concentration in the simulations
ranged from 105 to 109 cm−3s−1 and the ammonia concentrations were 2, 10, 100, or
1000 ppt (this corresponds to a range of 6.6·107 cm−3 to 2.5·1010 cm−3 depending
on temperature). These concentrations were chosen in accordance with Kürten et al.
[Kürten et al., 2016] in order to stay within relevant concentrations for the CLOUD
experiment and allow comparability. The temperature as well as the ionization rate
in the simulation was set to the respective mean of the measured data points.
2. Results and Discussion
2.1 Simulation Set-up
Figure 2.1 shows the set of simulated clusters in ACDC. Each cluster type is represented
by the global minimum structure, with respect to their Gibbs free energy at 298.15 K
found in this study. Cluster types far from the diagonal in these diagrams have been
omitted as they play a minor role in cluster fluxes [Olenius et al., 2013a]. Depending on
whether we apply the quasi-harmonic correction, the structure representing the global
free energy minimum may differ. Unless otherwise denoted, we use the global minima
corresponding to the case with quasi-harmonic approximation applied. Generally, the
global minimum structure may change with temperature. In the present study, this
was the case only for five structures. We tested the effect of using different minima at
each temperature, and found that the error incurred by using the 298.15 K minima at
all studied temperatures is less than 0.09 kcal/mol. This difference is insignificant, and
thus we used the 298.15 K minima at all temperatures.
(a) Positive mode (b) Neutral mode (c) Negative mode
Figure 2.1: The global minima structures making up a set of simulated clusters. The brown area
is the area in which formed cluster are counted towards the particle formation rate. The yellow
highlighted clusters are clusters for which the global minimum structure changes depending on whether
we apply the quasi-harmonic correction by the GoodVibes script or not.
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2.2 Determination of Boundary Conditions for
Outgrowing Clusters
First, we want to estimate the impact of variations of boundary conditions for outgrow-
ing clusters, i.e. the definition of outgrowing areas. We set up a series of simulations
with successively extending outgrowing areas: area A, A+B, A+C, and A+B+C, as
shown in Fig. 2.2. We tested each area for 292 K and an ammonia concentration of
100 ppt, and for 223 K and an ammonia concentration of 10 ppt with sulfuric acid
concentrations ranging from 105 to 109 cm−3. The resulting particle formation rates
as a function of acid concentration are shown in Fig. 2.3. Outgrowth through area A
produces the lowest rates because it cannot be reached by monomer addition, but only
through collision with already formed clusters, e.g., (H2SO4)(NH3). The definition
which only contains the outgrowing area A is thus a poor choice if monomer concen-
trations exceed cluster concentrations by several orders of magnitude. In all present
cases, monomer concentrations are significantly higher than cluster concentrations and
outgrowth occurs primarily through monomer addition. All other reasonable choices
of boundary definitions show, especially in conditions of atmospherically relevance
(roughly with particle formation larger than 0.01 cm−3s−1) negligibly small differences.
The effect of including area B is larger than that of including area C as in most of
the simulated conditions cluster encounter ammonia molecules much more often than
sulfuric acid molecules.
B
(a) Positive mode
B
(b) Neutral mode
B
(c) Negative mode
Figure 2.2: The definition of the outgrowing areas (brown) for the test of the different outgrowth
directions. The negative mode outgrowing area has been slightly reduced in comparison to Fig. 2.1
because including the row with two ammonia and six sulfuric acid molecules would automatically
include area A, which is considered an independent area for this test.
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Figure 2.3: Particle formation rates from simulation runs with with different declarations of out-
growing areas. The (A+B+C) line is overlapping the (A+B) line.
2.3 Comparison to Previous Global Minima
We compared particle formation rates calculated using our new global minima to rates
calculated using previously found global minima. We extracted the previous min-
ima the from Atmospheric Cluster Database (ACDB) [Elm, 2019, Ortega et al., 2012,
Loukonen et al., 2010] (November 2019). These data are based on quantum chemistry
calculations, which generally do not consider symmetry, except for the ammonium
molecule. We recalculated all the structures taken from ACDB with the DFT and
DLPNO-CCSD(T) methods described in section 2.1. Not all molecular cluster types
we sampled were available in the database, but also not all cluster types in the database
have been sampled by us. Therefore, these comparison simulations were run using only
these clusters which were available both in ACDB and in our resampling. We also
adjusted the outgrowing areas to the used set of simulated clusters.
The two data sets only differed in the global minima of the molecular clusters, and
consequently their ∆S and ∆H but were calculated at the same level of theory. The
results shown in this section should not be compared to simulation runs presented in
the following sections due to the differences in considered clusters and symmetry treat-
ment.
A comparison of our structures with ACDB shows that we identified the same global
minima only for the smallest clusters. Our structures have a generally lower ∆G, and
especially for clusters with three or more sulfuric acid molecules, the differences are
greater than 1 kcal/mol. Our structures have a higher Gibbs free energy only in five
cases, of which the highest difference is 0.67 kcal/mol for the (NH3)3NH+4 (H2SO4)2 clus-
ter. As Fig. 2.4 shows, these differences result in significantly higher particle formation
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Figure 2.4: Particle formation rates from simulations run with cluster structures from ACDB and
this study.
rates when using the new data. Generally, this illustrates the importance of perform-
ing systematic and thorough conformational sampling. The new molecular cluster data
will be updated to the ACDB.
2.4 Symmetry
We prepared three different sets of ∆Gs as input for ACDC differing in their consid-
eration of symmetry. In the first set, we made sure that the Gaussian program does
not use any symmetry at all, in the second set, we only turned on symmetry for the
monomers, and in the third set, we additionally turned on symmetry for clusters. Clus-
ter symmetry was identified visually and with the Symmol [Pilati and Forni, 1998]
program and we corrected for it according to Eqs. 1.18 and 1.19.
Regarding the Gibbs free energy of formation, the treatment of symmetry results in
a difference of roughly 1 kcal/mol between "no symmetry at all" and "only monomer
symmetry" for each addition of a (NH3)(H2SO4) pair into the cluster (cf. dashed lines
in Fig. 2.5). Fig. 2.6 shows the molecular clusters for which the program Symmol
found symmetry which was not found by the quantum chemistry programs due to
tight classification thresholds. Cluster (b) is a good example for the difficulties of
determining symmetry only by eye: it has a vertical symmetry axis.
Fig. 2.7 shows particle formation rates obtained from ACDC for different sym-
metry inclusion cases. Taking symmetry into account results in more stable clusters
and thus higher formation rates. As Eq. 1.19 shows, accounting for the symmetry
of monomers changes ∆G for all involved clusters leading to a significant increase in
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.5: The differences of Gibbs free energies of formation ∆∆G in kcal/mol at 298 K and
reference pressure 1 atm for (a) neutral clusters and (b) negative clusters with the same number of
acid and ammonia molecules or one excess acid, and (c) positive clusters with the same number of acid
and ammonia molecules or one excess ammonia: SA = sulfuric acid, A = ammonia, B = bisulfate,
P = proton.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.6: Molecular clusters with symmetry. Cluster (a) (NH+4 )(HSO
−
4 )(H2SO4), (b)
(NH+4 )6(HSO
−
4 )6 and (c) (NH
+
4 )(H2SO4) belong to the C2 point group (σ = 2) and cluster (d)
(NH+4 )(NH3) belongs to the C3 point group (σ = 3).
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formation rates. On the other hand, the particle formation rates for "only monomer
symmetry" and "cluster and monomer symmetry" differ only slightly at low concentra-
tions of sulfuric acid and converge for higher concentrations. In order to explain this
behaviour, we have to understand the shape of the particle formation rate vs. sulfuric
acid concentration curve.
In general, the particle formation rate exhibits an inverted sigmoid shape. This shape
is due to two different particle formation modes and a transition region between them.
The first mode is in a region with a relatively high concentration of ions compared
to that of sulfuric acid and ammonia, and the particle formation rate continuously
increases with increasing sulfuric acid concentration. Then intermediate sulfuric acid
concentrations correspond to a transition region where the particle formation rate
increases only weakly with acid concentration. The second mode is found at even
higher acid concentrations where the formation rate again increases strongly.
The cluster fluxes show that positive clusters grow into larger positive clusters,
negative clusters grow into larger negative clusters, and that neutral clusters generally
grow through collisions with charged monomers into larger negative and positive
clusters at all monomer concentrations. Additionally, negative and positive clusters
may recombine into neutral clusters. However, the growth of neutral clusters into
larger neutral clusters is not observed unless the monomer concentrations are set high.
Since the ionization rate stays constant, a higher concentration of sulfuric acid and/or
ammonia means less charged clusters relative to neutral ones. Therefore, the fraction
of purely neutral cluster growth increases with increasing monomer concentrations.
The switch from charged clustering pathways to the neutral pathways gives rise to the
two modes.
Fig. 2.6 shows that two small positively charged molecular clusters are symmet-
ric, (NH+4 )(H2SO4) (c) and (NH
+
4 )(NH3) (d), of which cluster (d) has the highest
symmetry number σ of all clusters. Symmetry increases ∆G for these specific clusters
located at the very beginning of the positive growth path. Therefore, clustering
in the positive mode is influenced by the symmetry stronger than clustering in the
neutral mode, and the differences caused by introducing cluster symmetry decrease
with increasing sulfuric acid concentration as the importance of the neutral particle
formation pathway increases. The positive mode particle formation rate increases
when symmetry is taken into account as positive clusters evaporate back to cluster (c)
and (d) at a lower rate, i.e., grow at a higher net rate. The differences in the particle
formation rates caused by taking into account cluster symmetry are only significant for
rather low formation rates of charged clusters and thus have little practical relevance
in the boundary layer conditions.
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Figure 2.7: Particle formation rates in cm−3s−1 for different concentrations of sulfuric acid and
ammonia at four different temperatures. Comparison of different choices of including symmetry.
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2.5 Quasi-harmonic Correction
We prepared two different sets of ∆Gs, one with the quasi-harmonic correction applied
and one without it. The orange lines in Fig. 2.5 show clearly the difference of ∆Gs
for selected clusters in these two sets. While the quasi-harmonic correction increases
all ∆Gs, it affects some clusters more than others. The "4A-1P-3SA" cluster is an
outlier and very strongly impacted by the quasi-harmonic correction due to the pres-
ence of an exceptionally low frequency mode at 14.24 cm−1. The dashed blue line in
Fig. 2.5 shows that the quasi-harmonic correction and the inclusion of monomer sym-
metry almost cancel each other out in terms of their effect on the ∆G where only in
positive mode the decrease introduced by the symmetry is consistently larger than the
increase introduced by the quasi-harmonic correction. It should be noted that although
this cancellation is present for our sulfuric acid – ammonia system, the balance of the
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Figure 2.8: Particle formation rates in cm−3s−1 for different concentrations of sulfuric acid and
ammonia at four different temperatures. The particle formation rates have been modeled with and
without the quasi-harmonic correction. The ∆Gs were calculated with monomer symmetry.
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quasi-harmonic correction and the symmetry correction can be very different for other
systems. Moreover, these two corrections are computationally very cheap, and thus do
not constitute bottlenecks, and therefore we suggest that future studies perform both
corrections rather than rely on uncertain error cancellation.
Charged clusters are, in general, more strongly bound than the corresponding neutral
ones, as long as we compare clusters with roughly similar numbers of acid and base
molecules. Therefore, neutral clusters tend to have more low vibrational frequencies.
Subsequently, as shown in Fig. 2.8, the impact of the quasi-harmonic correction is
stronger for higher sulfuric acid concentrations, where neutral clusters dominate the
overall particle formation path. Overall, the quasi-harmonic correction decreases clus-
ter stability. Thus, the quasi-harmonic correction slightly lowers the particle formation
rate by shifting the curve to the right and down. This effect is more pronounced for
higher temperatures, where the effect of entropy (including vibrational entropy) on free
energy is greater.
2.6 Choice of the Set of Simulated Clusters
In this section, we investigate the influence of the set of simulated clusters on the
particle formation rates. The 6x6 set of clusters is that shown in Fig. 2.1. The 5x5 set
of clusters consists only of the clusters with less than six ammonia molecules or less
than six sulfuric acid molecules. The 4x4 set of clusters consists only of the clusters
with less than five ammonia molecules or less than five sulfuric acid molecules. The
outgrowing areas are determined for each simulation set size using the same philosophy
as in Fig. 2.1.
The results for different temperatures and ammonia concentrations are shown
in Fig. 2.9. All the simulated particle formation rates converge with increasing sulfuric
acid concentration analogous to the comparison of "only monomer" and "cluster and
monomer" symmetries shown in Fig. 2.7. At the lower sulfuric acid concentration,
where the particle formation rates differ for different simulation sets, clustering
predominantly occurs through charged clusters. Generally, an increase of the cluster
set size can either decrease the particle formation rate or leave it unchanged. Once a
cluster grows into the outgrowing area, it is counted towards the particle formation
rate. When the set size is increased, some outgrowing clusters of the previous, smaller
set become "regular" clusters in the enlarged set. These – now "regular" – clusters can
now either collide with other clusters/monomers or evaporate back to smaller clusters.
The particle formation rate decreases if they evaporate at a significant rate.
Deeper insight is provided by the "actual ∆G"s of clusters which take the real partial
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pressures of the monomers into account (cf. section 1.3.1). For most of the systems
and conditions studied here, the actual ∆G surface contains one or more barriers
between the monomers and the outgrowing clusters. The highest barrier on the
lowest-energy path connecting the monomers to the outgrowing clusters (a saddle
point on the actual ∆G surface) represents the so-called "critical cluster" as shown for
a one component case in Fig. 1.4. Section 1.3.1 shows the actual ∆G according to
the classical nucleation theory, however, the actual ∆G can also be obtained based on
quantum chemistry calculations. All actual ∆G surfaces used in this work are based
on quantum chemistry calculations. Due to the strong bonding between acids and
bases, this lowest-energy path is typically close to the diagonal, i.e. the clusters on it
tend to have roughly equally many acids and bases. Clusters smaller than the critical
cluster are generally more likely to evaporate than to grow, while cluster larger than
it are more likely to grow than to evaporate. (A common but false misconception is
that clusters larger than the critical cluster do not evaporate at all.) For this reason,
the explicitly simulated set of clusters should always include the critical cluster, and
preferably some slightly larger clusters as well.
For charged clusters, the actual ∆G surface almost inevitably contains also a deep
well (local minimum) corresponding to the core ion and a small number of neutral
molecules ("ligands" in the language of co-ordination chemistry), located prior to the
maximum corresponding to the critical cluster. The actual ∆G surface at 278 K,
[ammonia] = 1000 ppt and [sulfuric acid] = 105 cm−3 is given as an example in the
appendix A.1.
When extending the set of simulated clusters, there is a drop in the particle
formation rates at all temperatures and ammonia concentrations for low sulfuric acid
concentrations where cluster growth happens through charged modes, predominantly
through the positive mode. The actual ∆Gs in positive mode for the charged clusters
with four sulfuric acid or four ammonia monomers are mostly lower or only slightly
higher than those for the clusters with five sulfuric acid or five ammonia. Therefore,
there is a clear drop in the formation rate since the set is extended to clusters that
have significant evaporation rates. Going from the 5x5 set to the 6x6 set the added
clusters have lower actual ∆Gs than the largest clusters in the 5x5 set. Therefore, the
formation rate drops only very little as clusters growing out of the 5x5 set also grow
out of the 6x6 set. One exception is at 292 K and [ammonia] = 100 ppt for which the
actual ∆G surface continuously rises in both the charged and the neutral modes (cf.
Fig. A.2): when the cluster set is too small and does not contain the critical cluster
the simulation can only give an upper bound for the particle formation rate, which
will drop with each extension of the cluster set.
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Figure 2.9: Particle formation rates in cm−3s−1 for different concentrations of sulfuric acid and am-
monia at four different temperatures for various maximum sizes of clusters included in the simulation.
The particle formation rates in the transition region also decrease slightly when
extending the set of simulated clusters. The reason for this is that the effect of the
simulation set size is generally greater when there are multiple competing growth
pathways, and thus multiple potential outgrowing clusters affected by the boundary
conditions. Eventually, for high sulfuric acid concentrations cluster growth occurs
through neutral clusters and in these cases the critical cluster is within the simulated
cluster set at all temperatures and ammonia concentrations. Accordingly, the particle
formation rates do not change when changing the set size. We conclude that in
atmospherically relevant conditions a 5x5 cluster set is adequate for predicting the
particle formation in the sulfuric acid – ammonia system.
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2.7 Comparison to CLOUD
We plot our simulation results alongside the experimental data points selected and pro-
cessed as described in the Theory chapter and alongside ACDC simulations reported by
Kürten et al. [Kürten et al., 2016] based on quantum chemistry data from Ortega et al.
[Ortega et al., 2012, Ortega et al., 2014]. The data from Ortega et al. corresponds to
B3LYP/CBSB7 [Becke, 1993, Stephens et al., 1994] structures and vibrational frequen-
cies combined with RICC2/aug-cc-pvtz energy corrections [Hättig and Weigend, 2000].
The outgrowing areas were chosen as in previous sections.
Some of the experimental data exhibit an inverted sigmoid shape with a plateau-like
transition region consistent with the model runs. The present simulations match the
experiment reasonably well for low temperatures and for moderate to high ammonia
concentrations. This suggests that the presented model is especially suitable for cases
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.10: Particle formation rates in cm−3s−1 for different concentrations of sulfuric acid and
ammonia modeled by us (full lines), Kürten et al. [Kürten et al., 2016] (dashed lines) alongside
CLOUD measurements (dots) [Dunne et al., 2016]. Arrows on the color bar depict the ammonia
concentrations where these simulations were conducted.
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with low evaporation rates. For these cases, our model matches the experiments better
than the ACDC simulations reported by Kürten et al., and generally displays particle
formation rates up to several orders of magnitude lower than those in Kürten et al.’s.
In contrast, the particle formation rates of Kürten et al. perform well for the lowest
ammonia concentrations for which our new model is approximately one order of mag-
nitude lower than that of Kürten et al.. The results of Kürten et al. are systematically
higher than ours because their electronic energies in their ∆Gs were calculated with
RICC2 which is known to introduce overbinding.

3. Conclusion and Prospect
Our extensive systematic resampling for electrically neutral, positive and negative
sulfuric acid - ammonia clusters with up to six acid and six base molecules resulted
in significantly more stable cluster conformers than reported in previous studies for
most cluster compositions. We used this set of clusters to explore the effect of various
assumptions, approximations and boundary conditions on the particle formation rates
predicted by the cluster distribution dynamics code ACDC.
First, we found that outgrowing clusters (i.e. which clusters are considered stable and
thus counted toward the particle formation rate) — chosen in a chemically reasonable
way and given a large enough set of simulated clusters is available — have a neglegible
impact on predicted particle formation rates. Second, we showed that the consistent
inclusion of the correct rotational symmetry number of all monomers increases particle
formation rates significantly. Including rotational symmetry of the clusters, however,
lead to little change and does not have to be accounted for in the sulfuric acid -
ammonia system due to the relatively low symmetry of almost all minimum-energy
clusters. We note that cluster symmetry may still be important for other systems,
where clusters exhibit higher degrees of symmetry. Third, we investigated the effect
of the quasi-harmonic correction for low-frequency vibrational modes. This correction
leads to a general increase in ∆G attended by a change in the shape of the particle
formation curve as a function of the sulfuric acid concentration, as it affects neutral
clusters and thus neutral formation pathways more strongly than charged clusters and
pathways. The quasi-harmonic correction and the inclusion of monomer symmetry
give rise to error cancellation in their impact on the ∆Gs to some degree, implying
that previous studies which have typically omitted both corrections may nevertheless
give adequate results. However, since neither correction is computationally expensive
to perform, we strongly recommend that future studies carry out both. Fourth, we
conducted simulations with cluster sets of differing size (6x6, 5x5 and 4x4). The
results stress the importance of including the critical cluster (defined here as the
highest barrier on the lowest-energy path connecting the monomers to the outgrowing
clusters) within the explicitly simulated set of clusters. Accordingly, the minimum
cluster set size required for a meaningful simulation is temperature and monomer
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concentration depend as is the critical cluster composition. Furthermore, smaller
cluster sets are sufficient to model conditions in which cluster growth is dominated
by a small number of growth pathways, while larger sets are required to capture
situations where multiple growth pathways contribute significantly.
We compared the particle formation rates predicted using our new cluster data set,
and the optimal settings revealed by this work, to experimental results from the
CLOUD chamber. Compared to previous ACDC simulations, we find substantially
better agreement with experiments especially for lower temperatures and/or moderate
to high ammonia concentrations.
Even though the results for the modeled experiment have improved, there is
considerable room for even better agreement. This thesis gives a base for further
refinement of the used methods, which will eventually expand atmospheric cluster
dynamics simulations to models including more dimensional systems than just a
binary one. The applied methods — especially configurational sampling — are very
suitable for the incorporation of Machine Learning methods. Machine Learning has
experienced a resurgence in the last decade and particularly data clustering methods
are promising for increasing the efficiency of global minimum search for atmospheric
clusters. With these and other advances in the fields of computer technology,
atmospheric chemistry and data science predictions regarding particle formation and
other aerosol phenomena will become more and more accurate. Eventually we will be
able to understand the role of aerosols and cloud for the climate and will hopefully
make educated decisions regarding the role humanity should play within nature.
Appendix A. Actual ∆G surfaces
(a) neutral mode
(b) positive mode (c) negative mode
Figure A.1: A typical actual ∆G surface. [A]mon is the concentration of the sulfuric acid monomer,
[N]mon the concentration of the ammonia monomer and B is bisulfate. Neutral mode depicts the
saddle point shape. The critical cluster is the 4 sulfuric acid - 4 ammonia cluster. In charged modes
most actual ∆Gs are negative.
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(a) neutral mode
(b) positive mode
(c) negative mode
Figure A.2: The actual ∆G surface for high temperature and low monomer concentrations. [A]mon
is the concentration of the sulfuric acid monomer, [N]mon the concentration of the ammonia monomer
and B is bisulfate. In neutral mode the actual ∆G continuously rises, there is no critical cluster. Even
in charged mode actual ∆Gs rise and even reach positive values.
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